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Mover Aqua
Mover is a transfer platform developed to provide smooth, convenient transfer transfer indoor/flat surfaces. It’s
easy to use and helps transfer patients safely and conveniently. Mover has a narrow base frame and double
castors for easy manoeuvrability even in confined spaces. Mover has a stable platform and comfortable seat
cushions, and thanks to constant eye contact with the carer, the user always feels comfortable and confident.
The new Mover Aqua is specially designed to be used also in showers. PU cushions together with stainless
solutions makes this possible. Hygiene management is improved as well.
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Crossbar
3 crossbars placed on different
heights will let the user to find
its own individual grip – for safer
standing up.

Seat cushions
The seat cushions provide
the user with good support
and are easy to fold up.
Handlebars
The ergonomically designed
handlebars make steering
the Mover comfortable and
convenient for the carer.

Shin supports
The shins supports have large contact
surfaces, which makes standing up
comfortable for users no matter how
long their lower legs. The shins
supports are also well padded to
prevent pressure on the lower legs.

Fixed narrow base frame
The narrow base frame makes
Mover easy to manoeuvre in
tight spaces and easy to store.

Non-slip surface
The non-slip
platform surface
helps users stand
steadily with or
without shoes.
The platform is
made from marine
plywood.

Double castors
The castors have
double contact
serfaces for ease
of manoeuvring.

Low step
The low step means users
need not lift their feet too
high when getting ready to
stand up.

Narrow
The design makes the opening as
narrow as possible thus allowing the
Mover Aqua to come close to the user
even when sitting in a wheelchair.

Technical specifications
Part
No.

Product

Max user weight Width - external

Width - step

Height

Length

Seat height

Weight

53-301

Mover Aqua

180kg

38cm

107cm

94cm

83cm

28kg

+ 46 371 31 8 0 0

63.5cm
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